Activity modelling for assessing the usability of telematics applications in healthcare.
With the development of Telematics Applications in Healthcare, it becomes obvious that the success of these services is tightly linked with their usability and their acceptance by users. That is why Users Requirements Analysis appears as an essential step before implementation of new computer services. In many cases, particularly when doctors are directly involved in the management of information, there is a strong interaction between their usual activity and the new tasks implied by the computer. In those cases, Activity Modelling can be useful to describe the way people are working, the motivations that underlie this activity, the place of information management in this activity. Moreover, these models can help to forecast possible difficulties or reasons for failure of the data management when computerised. Obviously, these models are highly depending on the healthcare organisation but some basic lines can be transferable. In this paper we illustrate the Activity Modelling Methodology by examples from Telematics exchanges between GPs and Hospitals.